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ANNUAL  REPORT  FOR  THE  YEAR  2004 
 
The Executive of ICOMOS SWEDEN, elected 6 March 2003 for three years, has had the 
following members:  
 
    Birgitta Hoberg, President  
    Torbjörn Suneson, Vice President  
    Nils Ahlberg, Secretary 
    Björn Norman, Treasurer  
    Marie Klingspor Rotstein 
    Ivar Wenster 
    Kerstin Westerlund 
    Maria Wikman 
. 
The Executive has had seven meetings during the year 2004 – 14 January, 5 February, 17 
March, 6 May, 18 August, 7 October and 2 December. Apart from this several informal 
Bureau meetings have taken place.  
 
 
Members 
 
By the end of December 2004 ICOMOS SWEDEN had 12 institutional members and 107 
individual members. There are no sustaining members.  
 
During the year 2004  one new Institutional member has been admitted, Sveriges musei-
mannaförbund (The Swedish Association of Museum Curators) And there are four new 
individual members: Inger Ernstsson, consultant specializing in Historic Parks, Henrik 
Lindblad, conservation officer at the National Heritage Board, Karin Löfgren practicing 
architect and Dr in architecture, Stockholm, Hélène Svahn, conservator and post-graduate 
student at the Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm. 

 
Carl Bro AB and Gustaf Trotzig have left ICOMOS SWEDEN. 
 
 
Publications 
 
The Nyhetsbrev (Newsletter), which is mainly written in Swedish, has been published 
three times. The first one, in February, contained, among other things, the Annual Report 
and other documents for the Annual General Meeting and Annual Seminar, and a report 
from the meeting with ICOMOS UK at the Orkneys. The following number, in Septem-
ber, included information on a number of  Swedish and international events, and reports 
on the session of the World Heritage Committee and on the 10th International Congress 
on Deterioration and Conservation on Stone, which was held in Stockholm in the end of 
June. In the last issue, in December, there was advance information on the coming 
Annual General Meeting and Annual Seminar, and a number of reports – from the 
conference on the Venice Charter in Budapest and Pécs in May, the Swedish seminar on 
archaeological investigations in historic parks and gardens in September, the ICOMOS 
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Europe meeting in Dublin in October, and the meeting of the Polar Committee in Reunion 
(Indian Ocean) in Västerås in October /November. 
 
Proceedings of the 10th International Congress on Deterioration and Conservation of 
Stone. Edited by Daniel Kwiatkowski & Runo Löfvendahl, Stockholm 2004. A great 
many papers are publisher under a number of themes: Theme 1 – Material Structures, 
properties and deterioration, Theme 2 – Conservation methods and products, Theme 3 – 
Techniques and tools for conservation investigations, Theme 4 – Documentation, Theme 
5 – Case studies, ethical considerations in conservation, and Theme 6 – Conservation and 
restoration of plasters in monuments. It is distributed by Skanska Reinhold, Box 44106, 
SE–100 73 Stockholm. Phone: + 46 8 726 1000, E-mail: marie.klingspor@skanska.se 
 
 
Events 
 
The Annual Seminar and the Annual General Meeting took place on the 26th of February 
2004. The theme for the seminar, in the afternoon, was The Intangible Heritage. A film 
by Marie Klingspor Rotstein from the General Assebly in Zimbabwe opened the seminar, 
and then followed presentations on different aspects of Intangible Heritage and inter-
national documents concerning this: Kerstin Westerlund – thoughts from Zimbabwe, 
Mikael Schultz and Peder Bjursten – the UNESCO document, Peter Schantz – the 
National City Park, Birgitta Hoberg – slave routs, and Lars Farago – the polska dance. 
 
On the International Day of Monuments and Sites 18 April, ICOMOS SWEDEN did not 
arrange any activity this year.  
 
27 June to 2 July, the 10th International Congress on Deterioration and Conservation on 
Stone was held in Stockholm. The congress was well-attended and there were experts and 
delegates from all continents. Apart from the scientific sessions, the programme included 
a reception in the City Hall, a Congress Dinner at the Vasa Museum, and a guided walk in 
the Old Town with its narrow lanes and houses dating back centuries. There was also a 
concert in the oldest church in Stockholm, Riddarholmskyrkan, which serves as burial 
place for many Swedish kings. Finally, there was an excursion to the Drottningholm 
Palace, World Heritage Site and residence of the present king and his family. 
 
23–24 September, there was a seminar on Archaeological Investigations in Historic 
Parks and Gardens, organized by the National Heritage Board, the Grönsöö Project at the 
Department of Landscape Planning Ultuna, SLU, and ICOMOS SWEDEN jointly. The 
meeting was held in Västerås and included visits to the Strömsholm palace and the 
Grönsöö manor.  
 
On 10 November a seminar on Cultural Heritage and International Law was organized 
on the occasion of the 50th anniversary of the 1954 Hague Convention was organized in 
cooperation with Cultural Heritage without Borders, National Heritage Board and the 
Swedish National Defence College. Among the speakers were Lazar Sumanov from 
ICOMOS Macedonia, Gadi Mgomezulu from UNESCO, Pål Wrange from the Ministry 
for Foreign Affairs, Bengt O.H. Johansson and Birgitta Hoberg. Coordinator was 
Christina von Arbin. 
 
 
Other activities and work 
 
The implementation of the Work Programme for ICOMOS SWEDEN 2003–2005, which 
was adopted at the Annual General Meeting, March 2003, is on its way. A full report will 
be given in the 2005 Annual Report. Members of the Executive have been designated 
responsible for the various tasks. The number of meetings and newsletters keep up to the 
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goal. The e-mail group list has been expanded and is now in use. However, a number of 
members have still not joined the list. In December 2004 the ICOMOS SWEDEN’s Web 
Page was opened (see below) and some of the translations to Swedish of ICOMOS 
charters and other documents have been published there. The planned meeting of 
representatives of the Nordic ICOMOS committees in Denmark was unfortunately 
cancelled. 
 
After a lot of work ICOMOS SWEDEN’s Web Page (www.icomos.se) was opened in 
December 2004. It is in Swedish and English and contains information and documents on 
ICOMOS, current matters, membership, the Executive, Working Committees, and 
Representatives among other things. There are also translations to Swedish of ICOMOS 
charters, a number of useful links and pictures of the Swedish World Heritage Sites. 
 
ICOMOS SWEDEN is cooperating with the Foundation for Cultural Heritage without 
Borders in its work in Bosnia-Herzegovina and other parts of the world. ICOMOS 
SWEDEN is a founding member of the Foundation and appoints two members on the 
executive board, Bengt O.H. Johansson and Lena Simonsson. In addition, Birgitta Hoberg 
is a member of the executive at present, but representing the National Heritage Board.  
 
ICOMOS SWEDEN has sent comments on two proposals from Swedish ministries that 
have been of special importance from an ICOMOS point of view, the investigation of:  
 
– Swedish participation in international work in the field of culture. Kerstin 

Westerlund. 
– Relocation of the National Heritage Board and other National Authorities in Sweden 

from the capital to the countryside. Kerstin Westerlund.  
 
 
Representation and participation, various commissions concerning ICOMOS and 
the main tasks of ICOMOS 
 
19 January, Nanna and Lars Cnattingius lectured on ICOMOS and World Heritage Sites 
 at the Idun Society, Djursholm. 
 
3 February, Nils Ahlberg lectured on International Conservation, including ICOMOS, 
international charters and the World Heritage Convention, at Stockholm University. 
 
19-25 April, Carl-Gustaf Hagander participated in a workshop on Geometry & Historic 
Urban Tissue in Prag, organized by the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, 
ICOMOS Historic Towns Committee and the Czech National Committee of ICOMOS.  
He presented a paper called To Maintain the Cultural Heritage in old Cities in Planning.  
 
17–20 May, Nils Ahlberg took part in the Annual Meeting of ICOMOS International 
Commettee on Historic Towns and Villages in Nancy, France. There he presented a paper 
with the title Gustavsburg, Fort Christina, Carlsburg – is there anything left today? 
 
26-30 May, Thomas Adlercreutz participated in the meeting of the Committee on Legal, 
Administrative and Financial Issues in Sofia and Plovdiv, Bulgaria, and the seminar on 
tax concessions for cultural heritage measures held in conjunction with the meeting. He 
made a presentation related to a special questionnaire issued before the seminar. He has 
also participated in an informal working group headed by Werner von Trützschler on 
statute revisions for ICOMOS. 
 
24–27 June, Nils Ahlberg participated in the Asia-Europe Seminar on Cultural Policy in 
Bangkok, organized by the Asia-Europe Foundation and the Ministry of Culture of 
Thailand. There he made a presentation on Strategic Choices in Cultural Heritage 
Policies. 

http://www.icomos.se/
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28 June – 8 July, Birgitta Hoberg took part in the World Heritage Committee meeting in 
Suzhou, China.  
 
2–3 July, Marie Klingspor Rotstein and Daniel Kwiatkowski participated in the VI 
meeting for the International Scientific Committee on Stone in Stockholm. 
 
29–30 Aug, Birgitta Hoberg took part in a World Heritage meeting of the Nordic 
Countries in the Vega islands, Norway, which was organized by the Nordic World 
Heritage Foundation. This was a follow-up of the Council of Nordic Minister’s report 
1996 on World Heritage in the Nordic Countries 
 
30 August – 1 September, Nils Ahlberg carried out an ICOMOS evaluation of Heidelberg 
Castle and Old Town, Germany. 
 
3–7 September, Ulf Bertilsson represented ICOMOS SWEDEN at the Advisory 
Committee meeting in Bergen, Norway. 
 
6–12 September, Birgitta Hoberg took part in a World Heritage training programme for 
Iraqi specialists in Amman, Jordan. 
 
13–17 September, Nils Ahlberg, Kersti Berggren and Bengt O.H. Johansson participated 
in the Second World Urban Forum in Barcelona, a congress organized by the UN-Habitat 
organization. They were involved in a seminar organized by Sida, called Cultural 
Heritage, A tool for Urban Development, and in a series of mini seminars Nils Ahlberg 
gave a lecture on The Urban Heritage – a Starting-point for Development and Kersti 
Berggren on Preservation and Gentrification – Inseparable conjoined Twins? 
 
21–23 October, Kerstin Westerlund represented ICOMOS SWEDEN in the meeting of 
ICOMOS Europe group in Dublin. ICOMOS Sweden at the Europe group meeting in 
Dublin. Main issues were technical assistance between the Committees in Eastern and 
Western Europe, effects from European standards on the cultural historic heritage and 
improving cooperation within ICOMOS. She also took part in the seminar on Managing 
Cultural Heritage – Ireland and the New Europe, in connection with this. 
 
18 November, Nils Ahlberg lectured on International Conservation, including ICOMOS, 
international charters and the World Heritage Convention, at the Gotland University, 
Visby, Sweden. 
 
6–12 December, Birgitta Hoberg took part in the World Heritage Committee meeting in 
Paris.  
 
 
Elected officers and representatives 
 
Auditors: Lars Cnattingius and Börje Olsson. 
 
Nominations Committee: Jerk Alton (chairperson), Kerstin Alexandersson, and Britt-
Marie Hammarskiöld. 
 
Thomas Adlercreutz, liaison officer for ICOMOS International Committee on Legal, 
Administrative and Financial Issues. 
 
Nils Ahlberg, liaison officer for ICOMOS International Committee on Historic Towns 
and Villages, of which he is also Vice President. He is also ICOMOS SWEDEN 
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representative in the North European Wooden Towns Project and the Swedish Urban 
Heritage Network. 
 
Ulf Bertilsson, liaison officer for ICOMOS International Committee on Rock Art, of 
which he is also the President.  
 
Björn Björk, liaison officer for ICOMOS International Committee on the Analysis and 
Restoration of Structures of Architectural Heritage. 
 
Dan Carlsson, liaison officer for ICOMOS International Committee on Cultural Routes.  
 
Nanna Cnattingius, liaison officer for ICOMOS International Committee on Cultural 
Tourism, and Chairperson of the Swedish working committee corresponding to this. 
 
Bengt O.H. Johansson, liaison officer for ICOMOS International Committee on Risk 
Preparedness, and (together with Lena Simonsson) representative of ICOMOS SWEDEN 
on the Executive of the Foundation for Cultural Heritage without Borders, of which he is 
also the President. 
 
Marie Klingspor Rotstein, liaison officer for ICOMOS International Committee on Stone, 
and Chairperson of the Swedish working committee corresponding to this. 
 
Erland Montgomery, liaison officer for ICOMOS International Committee on Documen-
tation of Cultural Heritage. 
 
Hans Sandström, liaison officer for ICOMOS International Committee on Wood. 
 
Lena Simonsson (together with Bengt O.H. Johansson), representative of ICOMOS 
SWEDEN on the Executive of the Foundation for Cultural Heritage without Borders. 
 
Torbjörn Suneson, liaison officer for ICOMOS International Committee on Historic 
Gardens / Cultural Landscapes, and Chairperson of the Swedish working committee 
corresponding to this. He is also ICOMOS’ representative in the Grönsöö Historic Parks 
Project at the Department of Landscape Planning Ultuna, SLU, Uppsala. 
 
Gustaf Trotzig, liaison officer for ICOMOS International Committee on Archaeological 
Heritage Management. 
 
Bert Westenberg, liaison officer for ICOMOS International Committee on Underwater 
Cultural Heritage. 
 
Kerstin Westerlund, liaison officer for ICOMOS International Committee on Economics 
of Conservation. 
 
Ola Wetterberg, liaison officer for ICOMOS International Committee on Training and 
Chairperson of the Swedish working committee corresponding to this. 
 
Urban Wråkenberg, liaison officer for ICOMOS International Committee on Polar 
Heritage. 
 

Stockholm 24 February 2005 
 
 
Nils Ahlberg 
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Reports  from the Swedish working committees 2004  
 
The Swedish working committee on Cultural Tourism  is chaired by Nanna 
Cnattingius. The work is at the moment concentrating on spreading ICOMOS Cultural 
Tourism Charter, which has been translated to Swedish. It is now published on the Web 
Page of ETOUR (European Tourism Research Institute) and has been discussed with the 
organization. The charter, and a better use of it, has also been discussed with the 
responsible officers at the National Heritage Board. At the moment a drive to introduce 
the charter to key persons within the tourism sector, in order to spread the knowledge 
about it, is under preparation.  
 
 
 
The Swedish working committee on Historic Gardens / Cultural Landscapes  
is chaired by Torbjörn Suneson. He and Karl-Johan Eklund and Christian Laine has 
functioned as bureau and there is also a close cooperation with the Department of 
Landscape Planning Ultuna, SLU.  
 
A seminar on garden archeology was held 23–24 September, concentrating on the 
gardens of  Strömsholms palace, Västmanland County and Grönsöö manor, Uppsala 
County. The aim was to demonstrate methods in garden archaeology at the two sites and 
in work shops discuss in what way garden archaeology can contribute to improve 
conservation and maintenance of historic parks in Sweden. A general aim for the work is 
defining and prioritizing the need for research and development. 
 
 
 
The Swedish working committee on Training   is chaired by Ola Wetterberg. The 
committee has been the co-organiser of a meeting in the national network for educations 
in building conservation. The participants discussed the suggested certification of expert 
control of cultural values according to the Plan and Building Act, and informed on 
present and planned activities. Host institution for the meeting was the College of 
Vocational Crafts in Mariestad (Dacapo). The problems and possibilities with their entry 
into the university system was discussed, both on the level of undergraduate and post-
graduate studies. The meeting was planned to take place in August but was postponed to 
January 2005.  
 
In connection with the COST C16 meeting, ”Improving the quality of existing urban 
building envelopes”, a seminar on Problems in Conservation was arranged. This was also 
used as an opportunity to bring students together from “Building Conservation”, Gotland 
University, and “Institute of Conservation”, Göteborg University. To improve the 
organization of future activities, a special planning group has been formed. 
 
 
 
The Swedish working committee on Stone  is chaired by Marie Klingspor Rotstein. The 
committee has organized and carried out the 10th International Congress on Deterioration 
and Conservation on Stone in Stockholm from the 27th of June to the 2nd of July with 
participants from all over the world, followed by the VI meeting for the International 
Scientific Committee on Stone 2–3 July. This also includes a large printed report. 
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Report from groups with close links to ICOMOS SWEDEN  
 
The International Scientific Committee on Rock Art (CAR)  is chaired by Ulf 
Bertilsson, who is based at the National Heritage Board in Stockholm. 
 
The CAR president has continued the mission as an expert consultant for the project to 
nominate the sacred mountain of Suleyman-Too in Kyrgyzstan for the World Heritage 
List on behalf of the Nordic World Heritage Foundation. This year work has included a 
visit in Bishkek with meetings with the project group and representatives of the Govern-
ment, the National Academy of Science and the National Mission for UNESCO. The goal 
of the project is to accomplish a nomination file that will be dispatched February 1, 2005. 
 
The president is still a part of the project management of the Interreg IIIB project RANE 
(Rock Art in Northern Europe) that is administrated by the County Administrative Board 
of Västra Götaland in Göteborg and runs until July 2005. Fore more information see 
www.rane-online.org 
 
CAR held its annual board meeting in connection with the Valcamonica Symposium on 
rock art, this year located to Darfo Boario Terme in Italy, September 8– 4. During the 
symposium and meeting two recent books from the RockCare project were presented, 
The Valcamonica Symposiums in Sweden 2001 and 2002 and The Future of Rock Art – 
A World Review. Both reports were produced in co-operation between CAR and the 
Swedish National Heritage Board and published by the later.  
 
In connection with the Valcamonica Symposium, the president participated in a Reactive-
monitoring mission of the World Heritage rock art in Valcamonica in co-operation with 
the World Heritage Centre of UNESCO. The report was finalised and issued in late 
December. It will constitute the basis for a development program for improved manage-
ment of the Camunian rock art site. 
 
In September 16–19 the president participated in a meeting in Santiago de Compostela in 
Galicia, Spain as a member of the Scientific Committee of the Rock Art Archaeological 
Park. The meeting was the first of a big project to present the rock art of the area and 
other complexes of archaeological remains to the great public and at the same time 
enhancing the prerequisites for management and research. 
 
 
 
Cultural Heritage without Borders (CHwB), of which ICOMOS SWEDEN is a 
founding member, is chaired by Bengt O.H. Johansson. 
 
During 2004 Lena Johansson and Bengt O.H. Johansson have represented ICOMOS in 
the Board of CHwB. Bengt O.H. Johansson has also been the chairman of the foundation. 
CHwB has been able to enlarge the work in the Balkans due to continuous support from 
Sida (Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency) as well as from private 
donors, companies and international funds. CHwB have two local offices, one in 
Sarajevo, Bosnia-Herzegovina and one in Prishtina, Kosovo.  
 
Several projects have been finished during 2004 in Bosnia-Herzegovina. They are: the 
restoration of the orthodox convent church in Zavala, bazaars in Mostar close to the old 
bridge, the National Museum in Sarajevo and various buildings in Jajce. A project 
involving the restoration of a mosque in Prusac has started. CHwB has also begun 
co-operation in Serbia and Montenegro with the Regional Institute for Protection of 
Cultural Heritage in Kotor and the National Museum in Belgrade. 
 

http://www.rane-online.org/
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Works in creating forms for co-operation concerning museum issues have continued with 
the National Museum in Sarajevo and have also started off with the Historic Museum in 
Prishtina. Discussions concerning co-operation have been initiated with representatives of 
cultural heritage authorities in north Albania and ICOMOS in Macedonia. 
 
In Kosovo the restoration of a mosque in Djakova is under process. This project is 
financed by the Packard Foundation. CHwB has worked together with UNMIK/ Ministry 
of Culture with a traditional Kulla building in the village of Mitrovica. This project was 
finished in 2004. Preservation plans for Decan community have been made during 2004. 
CHwB has also tried to give assistance to restorations in the Serbian enclave Velica Hoca. 
This work has unfortunately been delayed due to political problems. 
 
CHwB took part in the documentation of the destruction that followed after the riots in 
March 2004 when several medieval churches and other monuments connected to the Serb 
population were burned. CHwB initiated collaboration with the Council of Europe after 
the riots. 
 
CHwB has participated in the education at the Faculties of Architecture in both Kosovo 
and Bosnia-Herzegovina. 
 
CHwB participated in the UN Habitat conference that was held in Barcelona in 
September 2004. The theme was "A future for our past". CHwB, ICOMOS, the National 
Heritage Board and the Swedish National Defence School were hosts for a seminar about 
the Haag Convention and its implementation. The Secretary General of CHwB has 
participated in meetings with the international Blue Shield committee. 
 
The Swedish project leaders in the Balkans have been the architects Dick Sandberg 
(Kosovo) and Tina Wik (Bosnia-Herzegovina). Per Kåks and Ing-Marie Munktell from 
Icom have been responsible for the support to museums. Madeleine Sjöstedt has been the 
Secretary General of CHwB. Project leaders in the Balkans were the architects and 
ICOMOS members Dick Sandberg and Tina Wik as well as Clara Mannheimer, 
journalist. 
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